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Special Interest Clubs Need Funds!

by EC

by HL

Reedies “Remarkably Aware” Of  This 
Year’s Super Bowl

Elizabeth’s Qual: Rough Draft

        Sports fans at Reed will be happy to know that their enthusiasm may be rubbing off  on 
their peers: in the wake of  last Sunday’s Super Bowl, a survey found that almost three percent 
of  Reedies were aware of  the existence of  the Super Bowl. Nearly half  of  the three percent 
knew that the Super Bowl was a sporting event of  some kind.

        “Obviously we’re thrilled with these numbers,” sports fan Ed Graves, sophomore, told 
The Pamphlette. “I mean, they’re easily double last year’s awareness numbers. We even had 
some people that knew it involved a ball of  some kind!”

        “The Super Bowl? Yeah, I know what that is. Duh,” Roger Chalmers, senior, said. “It’s 
what I told the survey guys: two teams of  Pokémon trainers try to capture those weird ani-
mals running around with a weird, oblong pokéball. I don’t know what Kurt made it out of, 
but it must take, like, at least three apricorns.” Chalmers didn’t watch the game, but seemed 
fairly certain of  the outcome: “obviously the guys trying to catch the horse won.  That bird 
looks WAY stronger, and it could just fly away if  threatened.”

        “I wasn’t into sports before this year,” conceded Katie Eccelston, a junior.  “But my 
friend Rob and I watched Remember the Titans and we decided football was pretty cool after 
all.  I hope both leagues make enough scoredowns!”

Open Letter From a Clarkie

       With the bright promise of  funds from the Underground Reed College Vaulted Cash 
Vault, many clubs and student organizations have begun campaigning for the minds and 
hearts* of  Reedies for precious funding. Yet a disturbing trend is emerging: well-known 
groups and beloved clubs such as Beer Nation and the Feminist Vacuum Society have 
been sucking vast quantities of  the student body funds aways from fledgling groups and 
fringe clubs. 

       The Cockroach Club, for instance, fell far short this semester. Signator Barry Blatt 
spoke of  the difficulties his organization will face without subsidization: “You think 
you’re going to find nocturnal roaches without night vision goggles? Well, you might, 
because cockroaches are so sweet and friendly and love to say hi in the dead of  night, 
BUT LET ME TELL YOU THAT THOSE GOGGLES WOULD HAVE SAVED US 
A LOT OF CRAWLING!” 

       Capitalism and Company was another casualty of  funding poll, having lost out to 
RKSK’s sultry Communist wooing of  the student body. When interviewed at his villa in 
Beaverton, the signator bemoaned the smooth collectivist advances of  RKSK: “We’re 
just no match. Although RKSK is MADE POSSIBLE BY CAPITALISM, they hide 
behind the rhetoric of  the people. THIS WHOLE SCHOOL IS MADE POSSIBLE BY 
CAPITALISM! YOU WILL NEVER ESCAPE THE REACH OF THE AMERICAN 
DOLLAR!” His top hat tumbled into the pool. 

       Most tragic, however, was the fall of  Reed’s premier man club, Thackeray’s Patriarchy 
Picnic. “We were going to take a Man Picnic together!” the signator wailed. He then 
recalled that “Men don’t cry” and stifled his tears. 

       The plight of  these clubs may not seem significant in a school where nearly everyone 
can find their niche, but the reality is that fringe groups at Reed are alienated and vulner-
able.  Before you vote this year at funding poll, consider not how valuable cockroach 
encounters are to YOU; think instead how important they are to the chaps squinting in 
the steam tunnels, fumbling in the dark for want of  night vision goggles. “Who is my 
neighbor?” that dude in the Bible asked Jesus.  Jesus would certainly encourage us to TOP 
6 COCKROACH CLUB.             

*if  applicable

by SSby ER

Hey Reedies!

       I would like to preface this letter by saying I hold the utmost respect for your 
institution. Even though they rejected me on the basis of  my lack of  concern regarding 
problematic patriarchal paradigms, or whatever. You guys are cool. 

       So anyway, I heard some of  you were talking shit about Clarkie presence at Reed 
events, and I wanted my voice to be heard. I gather The Pamphlette is your most widely-
read campus publication, so I contacted them (don’t ask how, it’s complicated). They 
agreed to publish my letter (on the one condition that I send their mailing list one cute 
baby animal picture per week for the rest of  the semester). 

       First, allow me to introduce myself. My name is Alexa, and I am a junior psychol-
ogy major at Lewis & Clark. Ever since I applied to Reed three years ago, I have been 
intrigued by its campus and community. I started coming to Reed dance events last year 
with a group of  friends, and we’ve always had a great time. We try our best to blend in, 
and I promise we haven’t been disruptive.

       After the Beyoncé Dancé last weekend, I became aware (again, don’t ask how) that 
Reed’s Facebook confession page had become a hub of  debate regarding the “intrusive-
ness” of  Clarkies at such events. This made me pretty angry, especially since your com-
plaints were largely unfounded. I for one have never asked anyone “yo where can I score 
sum drugz” like a middle schooler. Contrary to popular belief, we have our own sources 
at L and C. Whoever came up to you was probably either from Franklin High School or, 
admittedly, our Religious Studies department. They’re a bunch of  plebs. 

       Secondly, you keep saying we’re just crowding your “Reed-community-only” events. 
Are you kidding? I had more room to dance in your Student Union than I ever have 
anywhere else. I bet you were all nerds who never went to your high school prom. And 
you probably haven’t seen our dorm rooms. You don’t know what “crowded” means. 
And seriously, how can you expect to restrict anything on your campus to just the Reed 
community? Where’s the security? Sure, it’s nice that you can smoke all kinds of  stuff  and 
not get in trouble, but don’t you think some terrorist could easily stroll in and bury some 
girls alive in that “canyon” of  yours? We Clarkies should be the least of  your worries. 

       In any case, you can’t scare me away. I love Reed and I think you guys are just so 
cool when you’re not being dicks. In all seriousness, you’re totally welcome to crash any 
campus event of  ours that may suit your fancy, but it would be kinda nice if  you wore 
some clothes.

Sincerely,
Alexa Furman
Lewis and Clark College Class of  2015

Okay, bitches, it’s time to learn some goddamn fucking psychology
A Junior Qual by Elizabeth Crisman

       I have learned so much about psychology this weekend, you guys. First, I learned that 
“A lot of  problems in the world would disappear if  we talked to each other instead of  talking 
about each other.”1 This, to me, is a very profound statement. I think it probably relates to 
neurons, somehow. Did you know that, when you say a naughty thing about another person, 
that person gains approximately 3 neurons, which have been known to cause ACTUAL 
CANCER? So I definitely think this quote is very true.

       There’s some sort of  flying bug in the library basement right now. I think it’s a fly, but 
there’s approximately a twenty percent chance that it is, in fact, a bee. A small bee. This space 
has become unsafe. I must go. I’ll be back in a couple hours.2

       The bug appears to be gone now. So back to psychology. Another thing I have learned 
is that, if  you look at your palm, the line down the center, like the sort of  horizontal one, is 
actually your soul line, and when you meet the person you’re supposed to spend the rest of  
your life with, it twists around so it spells out their name in Helvetica font. The bigger the 
font size, the more years you and that person have to spend together.3 Tragically beautiful.

       People (like me!) are able to suspend disbelief  about what constitutes admissible 
evidence in a U.S. court of  law for an average of  45 minutes. This has been known to 
produce an excess amount of  dopamine in the brain’s drug centers, which is why TV is fun.4 
#lifehack.

       I was playing The Wiki Game earlier (the “5 Clicks to Jesus” version if  you must know), 
and got to this article about how some people just don’t have brains at all, but if  you take 
someone else’s brain (like the brain of  a dead guy or s/t idk) and plug it in properly, that per-
son can go on to live a perfectly normal life. You gotta wait till the person’s skull has grown 
big enough, though, or you’ll have to squeeze the brain in there, and, like, ouchies.5

       I’m really sleepy, you guys. I’ve been living the life of  the mind for like 12 hours now. 
Time for bed. #reedlyfe #qual #bed #pillow #pajamas #studyhard #ttyl #textit #lolthat-
lookslikeitsaystit #likeaboobie

       This has been a Qual. Please let me thesis now.

1  www.psychofactz.com 
2  a dramatic interlude, included to increase suspense 
3  My great-aunt Irma, who reads palms for a living and is very wise
4  CBS’s hit crime drama, The Mentalist 
5  I can’t find the article again, but the click chain went like “Muhammad Ali --> Polar Bears --> Grave 
Robbery --> ??? All I know for sure is that I never made it to Jesus :( 

Look at his widdle FACE!

Look at that thing. It can probably learn Strength and Fly. Would you want to fuck with it?


